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1. Macey, Dictionary of Critical Theory, 5.
2. Jimmy Page and Robert Plant, songwriters, “Stairway to Heaven,” by Led Zeppelin, recorded December 1970, track 4 on
Untitled.
3. Macey, Dictionary of Critical Theory, 5.
4. Homiak, “Moral Character,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
5. Knoespal, “Diagrammatic Transformation,” 11.
6. Macey, Dictionary of Critical Theory, 95.
7. Buchanan, “Iconography,” Dictionary of Critical Theory.
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9. Macey, Dictionary of Critical Theory, 105.
10. Ian Buchanan, “Mimesis,” Dictionary of Critical Theory.
11. Macey, Dictionary of Critical Theory, 287.
12. Macey, Dictionary of Critical Theory, 290.

Allegory:

A form of narrative or a visual image whose literal or obvious meaning masks one or more other meanings,
often with a didactic purpose. Allegory is often defined as an extended or sustained metaphor. The term is taken from
the Greek allegoria, which derives from the verb agoreuein (‘to speak publicly’, as in the market place or agora) and
the adverbial form of a/las (‘other’).3

Characters:

The English word “character” is derived from the Greek charaktêr, which was originally used of a mark
impressed upon a coin. Later and more generally, “character” came to mean a distinctive mark by which one thing was
distinguished from others, and then primarily to mean the assemblage of qualities that distinguish one individual from
another. In modern usage, this emphasis on distinctiveness or individuality tends to merge “character” with “personality.”
We might say, for example, when thinking of a person’s idiosyncratic mannerisms, social gestures, or habits of dress, that
“he has personality” or that “he’s quite a character.” 4

Diagram:

If we are to think about diagrams closely, we must register their cognitive significance as they direct work
and establish networks of relationships among multiple symbolic fields. Diagrams do not engage a simple horizon of
understanding but are part of an integrative process through which structures literally appear in the world. Because
diagrams may shift in status, they may be thought of as relays that both create meaning and enable symbolic translation
from one mode of representation to another. While a diagram may visually present or reinforce an idea one moment,
the next it may provide a means for seeing something never seen before.5

Icon:

Word derived from the Greek eikon, meaning ‘likeness’ or ‘image’. In the Semiotics elaborated by Pierce, an icon
is a type of representamin or sign of which the relationship between the signans and signatum (or signifier and signified to
use Saussure’s more familiar terminology) is one of factual similarity. A picture of a lion is an icon because of the factual
resemblance between it and the real animal it depicts.6

Iconography:

The field of art history interested in the analysis of the specific image components of pictures. The term
itself is a neologism constructed from the Greek words for image and writing, a fact that gives a clue to its main concern.
Art historians like Aby Warburg and Erwin Panofsky show that Medieval, Baroque, and Renaissance Christian art use a
limited number of images, which also have a fairly stable set of meanings.7

Index:

In the Semiotics developed by Peirce (1932, 1934), an index is defined as a representamin in which the
relationship between signans and signatum is one of factual or existential contiguity. Smoke, for example, is an index
of fire. When Robinson Crusoe finds a footprint on the beach he finds an index that allows him to infer the presence of
another human being on the island.8

Metaphor/Metonymy:

Common figures of speech and important categories of rhetoric. Metaphor transfers the
meaning of a name or descriptive phrase to an object by analogy or substitution, and is typified by the elision of the
comparison (‘as’, ‘like’) characteristic of a simile.9

Mimesis:

The imitation of nature. Both Plato and Aristotle wrote extensively about mimesis, both were worried about
its capacity to present the truth in contrast to the more reliable form of philosophy. In classical literature, mimesis is the
opposite of diegesis in that it refers to the attempt by an author to speak in a voice other than their own, specifically a
character’s. In more recent critical discourse mimesis has become a code phrase for realism, or more precisely works of
art that attempt to present reality in its most everyday and mundane sense.10

Sign:

Reflections upon how meaning is constituted by the relationship between what is signified and what signifies it
are probably as old as human thinking about language, and the notion of the sign can be traced back to Classical
Antiquity. The modern concept of the sign is largely defined by the theory elaborated by Saussure in his posthumously
published Course in General Linguistics (1916).11

Symbols:

In the Semiotics of Peirce (1932, 1934), a symbol is a type of representamin in which the relationship between
signans and signatum (or signifier and signified, in the more familiar terminology of Saussure) is a learned or imputed
contiguity. Unlike an icon or index, a symbol, such as the scales that symbolize justice, requires the interpreter to know
and understand the conventional code governing its meaning.12
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Preface

I used to find myself thinking about how architects came up
with the ideas that take shape cities and become space.
This interest slowly snowballed into the thesis you are reading
now. The essence of the project explores and examines
methodologies, techniques, and representations in order to
develop my voice as a designer and architect.
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INTRODUCTION
the thesis
PRESENTED AT CRITICAL+MASS CONFERENCE 2021
How can stories be told through architectural space? For
millennia, humanity has told stories, passing narratives
down from generation to generation through dance, song,
sculpture, and other art forms.
Today, architecture is conceptualized as a series of
characters: form, space, program, materials, codes;
characters that are then stitched together to generate a
design. Yet in the current era of architectural formulation,
there is a dereliction in the importance and beauty from the
previous ages.
Through examining historical precedents that communicate
a narrative, this research outlined techniques of metaphor,
allegory, and symbol that translate a story into architecture.
Primarily, allegory was the technique that I further explored,
defined by the Dictionary of Critical Theory as, “A form of
narrative or visual image whose literal or obvious meaning
masks one or more other meanings, often with a didactic
purpose.”1
I took “Stairway to Heaven”, a 1970’s rock song by Led
Zeppelin.2 It’s an allegory about a journey of an individual,
and a layered acceleration of instruments that ultimately
climax and crash to realize that the person was never
included in the accent. This story, composed of a musical
crescendo and a lyrical narrative, illustrates a popular
example of story-telling through song.
With the song as the stimulus, diagrams were employed
to conceptualize architectural space that tells the story;
the diagram is a two-dimensional and three-dimensional
investigation into formal and spatial sequences. Yielding
reiterations and movement from drawings to models,
intentionality informed the refinement. The necessity to
explicate and organize the design moves, which were
previously unconscious and internal, dictated progress
1. Jimmy Page and Robert Plant, songwriters, “Stairway to Heaven,” by Led Zeppelin, recorded December 1970,
track 4 on Untitled.
2. Heinrich Wölfflin, Principles of Art History, 64.
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forward.
As advancement continued, further deconstruction and
reconstruction was implemented to articulate the narrative.
Success of a diagram was dissected for its strengths and
weaknesses; the strengths were then introduced to new
conditions and specifications—such as site, program, and
circulation—in order to enhance the legibility of the story.
Fundamentally, this thesis serves as the scaffolding for
thinking; concertizing the process of generating design.
What began as intuition, became increasingly intentional.
Allegorical narrative is one avenue, one catalyst, in the
process of conceptualization. My thesis, therefore, is a
method of organizing thoughts taking internal knowledge,
embodying and externalizing it into architecture space.

Since presenting, my thesis has progressed to be situated
on site. Carefully chosen for the alignment with, and
complimenting of the stories narrative, I chose downtown
Atlanta, in Peachtree Center plaza. The placement of
the story into a specific context offers new contraints and
condintions, programs, topographies, amoung other stimuli
to design with and around: for the story.
The push into Atlanta was firstly studied thorugh exploring
my existing artifacts in new scales, proportions, and positions
to see how they initially work. From the tests, I dessected
the original artifacts to picks and choose most successful
elements and experiences, that now work into the context
and enhance the narrative even further.

1.1
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Literature Review
On the formulation of spatial meaning in architectural design
By: John Peponis, Chryssoula Karadima, Sonit Bafna1
They took the Myth of Orpheus and translated the
storys meaning into the design of a threshold between two
spaces.
Design Techniques: Morphology (geometry and volume),
asymmetry, rotation, visibility and permeability, movement,
reflection, views, materials, axis and boundary
Triangles, coordination of use and appearance, dissociated
visibility through mirrors, rotation around an interior axisv
The Housing of Meaning: The ‘‘Performance’’ of Houses in Ju
Dou and Raise the Red Lantern
By: Weiling He2
He diagrammed and analyzed the two movies for
their success as coveying meaning through elements such as
color, and framed views.
Design Techniques: Color, materials, views, transformations
The Layout of Theories in the Natural History Museum
By: John Peponis and Jenny Hedin3
Explored the embeded concept of knowledge into the
design of the Natural History Museum, and then tracked the
circulation and experience of people
Design Techniques: Morphology, circulation, programs,
layout, spatial connections, organizations, function
Diagrammatic Transformation of Architectural Space
By: Kenneth J. Knoespal4
Explores how people diagram, and why.
Design Techniques: Drawing, translating, documenting,
media/medium

1. John Peponis, Chryssoula Karadima, Sonit Dafna, Formulation of Spatial Meaning 11.
2. He, Housing of Meaning, 4.
3. John Peponis and Jenny Hedin, “The Layout of Theories,” 6.
4. Knoespal, “Diagrammatic Transformation,” 11.
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1.2

Principles in Art History
The intention of reading Wölfflin1 was to understand how art
could be given objective characteristics, in order to analyze
and document the work.
Observing the differences in Renaissance and Baroque
painting, he termed five different categories. Linear and
Painterly are qualities that reference the viability and
order of the objects. Planar and Recessional refer to the
relationship of one object to another, and how clear they
are. Closed and Open Form are observations into the
overall compositions of the artwork: either harmoniously or a
chaotically object to whole. Multiplicity and Unity are about
the legibility of individual objects in relation to the rest of the
objects in the work. Finally, Absolute Clarity and Relative
Clarity are again qualities of overall composition, however,
this characteristic considers how light, color, and form (the
attributes that make up the artwork) are utilized in the total
piece: either accurately depicting (Absolute), or letting the
light and color be their own (Relative).
Ultimately, what this taught me was how to differentiate
elements, and techniques in architecture. The translation
into architecture is similar: such as form and composition,
circulation and structure, programmatic and spatial
relationships, etc..

1. Heinrich Wölfflin, Principles of Art History, 64.
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1.3

Precedent Analysis
Design principle based on.: Roger Clark and Michael Pause, Precedents in Architecture

Next, took what I learned from art analysis, to extract similar
qualities and aspects in architecture. The research began
by examining self-referential and referential techniques
in existing art/architecture. Through Wolfflin’s criteria, selfreferenced works were documented. 1 Definitions were
then given to each referential technique, followed by
applicable precedents. Media and medium then became
the focus. This examined the representation and translation
of references in design. Finally, the scope then reoriented to
the designer themselves in order to fully concentrate on the
process of design generation.1

1. Heinrich Wölfflin, Principles of Art History, 64.
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1.4

Precedents
For more specified research, I compiled a collage of different
time-periods to asses them for their differences. The original
diagram was inspired by Wölfflin1 to compare Renaissance
to Baroque architecture. As the precedents compiled,
techniques and architectural elements emerged as different
ways to communicate an idea or narrative.

1. Heinrich Wölfflin, Principles of Art History, 64.
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1.5

Explorations
The most substantial findings were in process and translations.
Diagrams and other mediums of representing references
have become the focus within the design process and
generation. Spatial implications, nested within references,
must be translated and documented. Finally, and most
substantially, realizing what removing and simplifying
constraints does to the design thinking and generation.

Storytelling through Architecture
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2.1

The Story
I took “Stairway to Heaven”1 a 1970’s rock song by Led
Zeppelin. It’s an allegory about a journey of an individual,
and a layered acceleration of instruments that ultimately
climax and crash to realize that the person was never
included in the accent. This story, composed of a musical
crescendo and a lyrical narrative, illustrates a popular
example of story-telling through song.

1. Jimmy Page and Robert Plant, songwriters, “Stairway to Heaven,” by Led Zeppelin, recorded December 1970, track 4 on Untitled.
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There’s a lady who’s sure all that glitters is gold
And she’s buying a stairway to heaven
When she gets there she knows, if the stores are all closed
With a word she can get what she came for
Ooh, ooh, and she’s buying a stairway to heaven
There’s a sign on the wall, but she wants to be sure
‘Cause you know sometimes words have two meanings
In a tree by the brook, there’s a songbird who sings
Sometimes all of our thoughts are misgiven
You know
There’s a feeling I get when I look to the west
And my spirit is crying for leaving
In my thoughts I have seen rings of smoke through the trees
And the voices of those who stand looking
That’s you
And it’s whispered that soon, if we all call the tune
Then the piper will lead us to reason
And a new day will dawn for those who stand long
And the forests will echo with laughter
Remember laughter?
Oh yeah, yeah, yeah...
And it makes me wonder
If there’s a bustle in your hedgerow, don’t be alarmed now
It’s just a spring clean for the May queen
Yes, there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run
There’s still time to change the road you’re on
Your head is humming and it won’t go, in case you don’t know
The piper’s calling you to join him
Dear lady, can you hear the wind blow, and did you know
Your stairway lies on the whispering wind?
And as we wind on down the road
Our shadows taller than our soul
There walks a lady we all know
Who shines white light and wants to show
How everything still turns to gold
And if you listen very hard
The tune will come to you at last
When all is one and one is all, that’s what it is
To be a rock and not to roll, oh yeah
And she’s buying a stairway to heaven1

1. Jimmy Page and Robert Plant, songwriters, “Stairway to Heaven,” by Led Zeppelin, recorded December 1970, track 4 on Untitled.
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Interpretation of the song is one of the most crucial steps to
be understandable by other people, and for the design to
maintain its referential qualities.
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3.1

Diagramming
With the song as the stimulus, diagrams were employed
to conceptualize architectural space that tells the story;
the diagram is a two-dimensional and three-dimensional
investigation into formal and spatial sequences. Yielding
reiterations and movement from drawings to models,
intentionality informed the refinement. The necessity to
explicate and organize the design moves, which were
previously unconscious and internal, dictated progress
forward.

Storytelling through Architecture
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3.2

Diagramming
With the song as the stimulus, diagrams were employed
to conceptualize architectural space that tells the story;
the diagram is a two-dimensional and three-dimensional
investigation into formal and spatial sequences. Yielding
reiterations and movement from drawings to models,
intentionality informed the refinement. The necessity to
explicate and organize the design moves, which were
previously unconscious and internal, dictated progress
forward.
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3.3

Diagramming
With the song as the stimulus, diagrams were employed
to conceptualize architectural space that tells the story;
the diagram is a two-dimensional and three-dimensional
investigation into formal and spatial sequences. Yielding
reiterations and movement from drawings to models,
intentionality informed the refinement. The necessity to
explicate and organize the design moves, which were
previously unconscious and internal, dictated progress
forward.
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3.4

Overview of
Connections
Results from the original explorations, became artifacts
embodying the story.
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4.1

Artifacts
As advancement continued, further deconstruction and
reconstruction was implemented to articulate the narrative.
Success of a diagram was dissected for its strengths and
weaknesses; the strengths were then introduced to new
conditions and specifications—such as site, program, and
circulation—in order to enhance the legibility of the story.

Storytelling through Architecture
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4.2

Artifacts
As advancement continued, further deconstruction and
reconstruction was implemented to articulate the narrative.
Success of a diagram was dissected for its strengths and
weaknesses; the strengths were then introduced to new
conditions and specifications—such as site, program, and
circulation—in order to enhance the legibility of the story.
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4.3

Artifacts
As advancement continued, further deconstruction and
reconstruction was implemented to articulate the narrative.
Success of a diagram was dissected for its strengths and
weaknesses; the strengths were then introduced to new
conditions and specifications—such as site, program, and
circulation—in order to enhance the legibility of the story.
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4.4

Overview of Connections
As advancement continued, further deconstruction and
reconstruction was implemented to articulate the narrative.
Success of a diagram was dissected for its strengths and
weaknesses; the strengths were then introduced to new
conditions and specifications—such as site, program, and
circulation—in order to enhance the legibility of the story.

5.1

CHOOSING
SITE
THE SITE’S NARRATIVE
For the site, Peachtree Center was chosen as the
intervention. By placing the final design situated within
downtown Atlanta, the space focuses the story, and
overlaps the narrative. The downtown is seen as a place
for consuming and never being satisfied. So, this design
is placed on top of the plaza, right above the mall, as to
insinuate an accent upwards and to rise above simply
consuming.
Much like how the song has a main character, the site
becomes the target audience that helps the story unfold.
Choosing a place that aligned with the narrative I was
telling, while also enabling the story further was the next task.
Placement of the story made it situated in reality, while also
explicating construction and site conditions.
Downtown Atlanta was the perfect venue to tell this story:
specifically Peachtree Center Plaza. The city displays some
obvious characteristics that made it advisable to intervene.
The first is the banal, mundane, repetitive, and here in
Atlanta homogeneous corporate high-rise. The flatness the
buildings bestow actually serves to frame views of the skyline.

Collage highlighting Retail

Collage highlighting Framed Views

Collage highlighting Pedestrian Bridges

6.1

FINAL
ITERATION
COMBINING THE ARTIFACTS
The DNA (compenents taken from the previous models) from
the artifacts were taken forward as the story was being told
at a new place. The earlier iterations were explored through
new scales and proportions in order to extract out basic
components to carry forward, without completely copying
the previous iterations. This also serves to combine the
artifacts, and improve the experience.
New axes of circulations, the addition of program,
coordination of views, and the procession were all
reconsidered as the site’s addition changed the
original artifacts clarity. Playing with the contradictions,
reconstruction of the new design attempted to keep many
of the strong experiential qualities of the artifacts. In the
end, new techniques had to be employed in the genetic
engineering of the original DNA.
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Reflections
Fundamentally, this thesis serves as the scaffolding for
thinking; concertizing the process of generating design.
What began as intuition, became increasingly intentional.
Allegorical narrative is one avenue, one catalyst, in the
process of conceptualization. My thesis, therefore, is a
method of organizing thoughts taking internal knowledge,
embodying and externalizing it into architecture space.
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